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LINCOLN EXPANDS REVITALIZE SERIES
Now offering more window replacement options.
Merrill, WI. (August 3, 2010) – Lincoln Windows & Patio Doors is excited to announce the expansion
of their Revitalize Series by introducing their new Lincoln Fit Casement & Awning Insert Windows.
These new products not only give consumers more options when replacing windows, they also qualify
for the federal tax credit.
Designed to be retro-fitted into a sound existing double hung frame, these products install easily from
the interior or exterior with minimal disruption to existing siding or interior moldings.
Important key attributes include: Lincoln Fit windows look like our full-frame replacement units so they
can be easily mixed on a remodeling/addition project. A durable extruded aluminum clad exterior,
with an extensive color offering, requiring minimum maintenance. A selection of six luxurious wood
species or a choice of a primed or FirstFinish painted interior. Functional and durable Truth Encore
low-profile folding hardware in seven finishes matching any décor.
Additional Features & Benefits Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Sizing – Sizes available to 1/16”.
Fully Assembled - Units are packaged with installation hardware and sill expander.
3-1/4” Frame - Fits snugly into your opening after worn-out sash and balances are removed.
Full Perimeter Weatherstrip - Frame weatherstrip seals sash and frame tighter than a double
hung during unfavorable weather conditions.
Adjustable Hinges - Pivoting hinge post assists with sash location for fine tuning after
installation.
Simulated Divided Lites - Custom Grille patterns can simulate double hung checkrails.
Picture Windows - Large stationary openings can be made energy efficient.
Mulling Options - Units can be mulled in two and three-wide configurations.
Egress Sizes - Casements can meet egress requirements with smaller sizes.

In addition to the new Lincoln Fit Casement & Awning Insert Windows, Lincoln’s Revitalize Series
includes a Lincoln Fit Double Hung Insert Window, a Double Hung Replacement Kit and a wide
selection of custom full-frame replacement windows and patio doors.
Lincoln Wood Products, Inc. has been manufacturing high quality wood windows and patio doors for new construction,
remodeling and light commercial projects for over 63 years. Based in Merrill, Wisconsin, the privately owned company
engineers windows and patio doors for visual appeal as well as outstanding performance and backs it up with exceptional
customer service before and after the sale. Lincoln windows and patio doors are marketed through a network of over 400
independent distributors throughout the U.S. For more information, visit www.lincolnwindows.com.
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